














Ricetta per essere se stessi
di Caterina Riva

Ingredienti:

Costanza  
Impegno
Conoscenza
Preparazione
Rispetto
Amor Proprio

Mescola Costanza con Impegno. Lascia in ammollo la Conoscenza 
per almeno 12 anni e aggiungi perle di Preparazione. Il bicchiere 
trasparente accoglie il Rispetto ma è poi trafitto da una massiccia 
Cannuccia di Amor Proprio che riesce a pescare dalle riserve di 
Preparazione. Servire freddo o caldo a seconda dei gusti.

Recipe to be oneself
by Caterina Riva

Ingredients:

Constance
Effort
Knowledge
Preparation
Respect
Self-Worth

Mix Constance with Effort. Simmer Knowledge for at least 12 years 
and add pearls of Preparation. The transparent glass holds Respect but 
is then pierced by Self-Worth’ straw, which can fish Preparation from 
the bottom. Serve chilled or hot, depending on taste.
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Hi Keisuke,

the sight of one of your dishes is quite disconcerting: it’s almost as if it’s a 
demonstration of the continuity between cookery and art. It’s hard for me 
to call them ‘merely’ dishes. Is it a natural inclination towards figuration 
that inspires you? What I mean is, do you view your dishes as a painting? 
Are they executed spontaneously, or do you need to prepare in advance?
I’m interested in art, but not in a canonical way. I get bored visiting 
museums: having to wait in line exasperates me, the chaos tries my 
patience. However, I’m attracted to beauty in general. Fascinated by 
everything that leads me back to a certain type of Dionysian aesthetic. 
My approach is intuitive. My dishes are instinctive, spontaneous. In fact, 
they’re not born from some convoluted search for perfection but from a 
desire to create, and I do this using different techniques that I’ve learnt 
over time. My work is a bit like ‘Rock ’n’ Roll’.  

Is cooking a creative or playful act?
It’s both.  

That squid that looks like a carp is mind blowing! But why squid?
That dish contains most of my views on cooking: I like to amaze, I view 
cookery as ‘wonder’. I love turning flavours and expectations upside 
down, bringing dishes to the table that turn out to be completely different 
to what people expect: as is the case with this squid in the shape of a carp.  

The squid is a mollusc. It’s mostly composed of water, seawater. It becomes 
like clay in your hands, just as it would for a sculptor. Is manipulating a 
squid like sculpting the sea?
I learnt the ancient art of Ikebana in Tokyo, so I completely understand the 
importance of harmony between different elements and the equilibrium 
of form. And the oxymoron of ‘sculpting the sea’ perfectly adapts to the 
philosophy of the rhythm of Ikebana.   













#deborahligorio
Survival Kit - The person who kept 
functioning 4/99, 2016

this survival kit is dedicated to [you] when 

despite holding things carefully they break.

       

#deborahligorio

Survival Kit - The person who kept 
functioning 1/99, 2012, assemblage: egg box, 

paper, book, folding meter, belt, 22x10x12 

cm. This survival kit is inspired by the 

story of Elaine. Despite she would hold 

things carefully they would break. 

  instruction { 
       breathe_in := the subversive character of care
       breathe_out := dare acting
    if feelsGood (breathe_in) {
       try.saySomething
                      }
    else {listen := interact (breathe_out) with others  
       in your physical or digital vicinity
                      }
                    }
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This fanzine was realised in occasion of the group show BUBBLE TEA 
curated by PANE project opening on 14th December 2016 at BOBA 
Bubble Tea and Coffee, via Rosolino Pilo 9, Milan.




